When you decide on the design you want, your FLOR® tiles come together in a tile grid. It’s easy to shape your space to the area you need. Use a ruler and pencil to measure your space before you plan to lay your FLOR® tiles. To ensure your tile line up, use a chalk line and miter box. You can find many DIY resources online to help you get started.

For best results, use a 4 mm (0.16 in) gap between tiles. This gap will hide the shadow line between tiles, and will allow for easy installation.
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To determine the layout of your space, calculate the square footage of your room. Then divide the square footage of your space by the square footage of the FLOR® tile you’ve chosen. This will tell you how many tiles you need to cover your space. For example, if you have a floor area of 120 square feet and you choose a 20 x 20 cm (7 x 7 in) tile, you will need six tiles per square foot.
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1, 2, 3, FLOR®!

1. It’s time to clean up! Start with FLOR®! It’s better when it’s clean.
2. You should remove both the floor and your FLOR®™ tiles from the room. You’re put the FLOR® tiles together for now but you are going to remove them soon. Please check to make sure your FLOR® tiles are all together. 
3. You need to clean your room so it is happy with your personality. Unfortunately, we cannot remove your groceries, plants, and pets from your room.

Now you are ready to prepare and put them away. But hang in, we recommend that FLOR® tiles be given two hours to room temperature before installing. However, while the tiles are active, there are some necessary precautions you need to take.

2. You can check to make sure your existing floor is solid, smooth, level, securely attached and clean. Please check your room for debris and clutter. Your FLOR® tiles can be the original existing residential flooring (such as hardwoods, and tiles, as long as they are sound and stable). Please check the area your FLOR® tiles will be placed. If not, please consider the “Special Situations” section. 

3. Although installing FLOR® tile is easy to install, we recommend you have a free hand to make sure your FLOR® experience is error-free and you have finished project企业管理. To cut or install FLOR®, we allow the use of a carpenter's square, a pencil, a tape measure, and a pencil knife. The Caulking can be used as a finishing product or any finishing product you might need. Please see the “Special Situations” section for details.

We are finally on our way, FLOR®!"